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• Patio Furniture
• Outdoor Kitchens
• Grills and Firepits
Experience the Ultimate in Outdoor Living SpaceTM
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215-368-(RAIL) 7245
The Most Spectacular
Outdoor Living Showroom!
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THE LEHIGH VALLEY’S HIDDEN GEM FOR TILE

COME VISIT H. WINTER TILE'S SHOWROOM FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
PORCELAIN AND CERAMIC TILE AND ALLOW THEIR VIGNETTES TO INSPIRE YOU!

(610) 434-4500
hwintertile.com

890 N Gilmore St, Allentown, PA 18109

Showroom Hours:
Tues, Wed, & Fri. 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Thur. 8:30am-7:00pm | Sat. 9:00am-2:00pm

SERVING THE LEHIGH VALLEY FOR OVER 40 YEARS!

Where Beautiful Comes Home
Visit Our Newly Remodeled Showroom!
1812 W. Tilghman St • Allentown • 610.433.9800 • BellaCasaKitchenAndBath.com
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WE FIX:
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WET
BASEMENTS

SINKING
CONCRETE

FOUNDATIONS

AVOID PROBLEMS DURING YOUR SALE
Contact us for a free assessment.
215-809-3810
FIX IT RIGHT. FIX IT NOW.
0% FINANCING AVAILABLE.

$400 OFF
YOUR FULL FOUNDATION,
CRAWL SPACE OR WATERPROOFING
SYSTEM INSTALLATION

Cannot be combined with any other offer. Please present at
time of estimate. Cannot be added to an existing estimate.
Expires April 30, 2020
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CUSTOM INTERIOR DOORS
Installed in 1 day!

The Easiest & Most Affordable
Way To Transform the Look
Of Your Entire Home!
Completely custom
Solid and hollow core
Large selection of styles
Factory painted —
7 color choices
Large selection of hardware

PA113544

No subcontractors —
Professionally installed

Homestory Custom Interior Doors - Authorized Dealer

1

Create your perfect design,
including paint and hardware

2
3

Get precise digital
measurements fast!
Professionally installed new
doors in a few hours!

UPDATE
YOUR HOME
IN THREE
EASY STEPS!

200 OFF $300 OFF

$

PURCHASE OF 4 DOORS

PURCHASE OF 6 DOORS

500 OFF

$

WHOLE HOUSE PURCHASE*
*Minimum purchase of 10 doors to receive offer. Cannot be combined with any other offers.
Valid only at time of in-home estimate. See dealer for details.

CALL US
TOLL-FREE
TODAY

855-818-1215
www.newdoorsinaday.com
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Spring is almost here! The start of a new

season is a fresh start for all of us and a great
time to breath new life into your home. This
season starts with some exciting new design
trends, including the reemergence of bold
colors after many years of neutrals being the
standard. New innovations in kitchen and
bathroom technologies offer many exciting
options for remodels. Late winter and early
spring is the perfect time to start planning
your summer landscaping goals. A new patio,
pergola or deck? Now’s the time to envision
those warm summer nights so you can enjoy
them in a few short months! We hope this
issue of Your Home Remodel Magazine offers
plenty of advice and inspiration to get your
plans transformed into reality. Summer is just
around the corner!

Tina DeSantis Perrotta
Publisher, Your Home Remodel Magazine
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itchen Makeover
5 Ways to Give Your Kitchen
a Modern Update

Kitchen Cabinetry is always evolving with novel answers to life’s biggest storage dilemmas, like where to
store the bundt pans. And with each new innovation,
designs get more beautiful and refined. Here’s a look at
some of our favorite trends that have been gaining popularity and will prove to be even more crave-worthy in
this new year.

GLASS DOORS AND OPEN SHELVING

Rich dark hues will be popping up in many new kitchen remodels.
Set off by light walls and countertops, this kitchen by Bella Casa
Kitchen and Bath create a dramatic contrast and fresh look.

Show off your fanciest serving bowls and soup terrains
with glass doors and open style shelving that can really
add space and depth to a kitchen. New looks include etched glass that gives a similar feel but without revealing
too much of what’s behind the door. Lighting these cabinets can give a very rich, custom look.

WINE RACKS REVISITED

Wine racks don’t need to take up a large space, and today we’re seeing cabinet brands offering storage solutions
for your mini-collection that offer attractive accents to standard cabinets. Even for those non-wine lovers out there,
this is one option not to be overlooked, as it saves so much cabinet space and makes bottle storage a breeze.

NOVEL STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Slender pull outs, the coolest we’ve seen including a
knife block drawer(!), are a must-see for any kitchen remodel. Whether it’s cans or kitchen gadgets, these long
slender pull-outs will maximize space in even the smallest kitchen. Another novel idea, turn the bottom forgotten drawers that are a pain to bend down to accessm
into a clever pet food toe kick drawer. Not-so-lazy Lazy
Susans offer innovative ways of storing pots and pans
and should be a must-have to any remodel agenda.

STATEMENT HARDWARE

For a few years, minimalism ruled the hardware trends,
but now we’re seeing a move toward more warm, decorative touches, rather than just cool straight lines and
angles. Farmhouse trends are staying strong, with the
addition of elegant, opulent touches like detailed hinge
work that creates a beautiful juxtaposition to the rustic
vibe.

Kitchen cabinetry offers nearly limitless storage solutions. This
kitchen, by Schuler Kitchen & Bath spotlights many trending
options, including architectural wine racks, decorative open
shelving and etched glass.

DARK COLORS

White and light gray has dominated the kitchen cabinet market for several years, but now we’re seeing bold
colors coming back full force. Navy is already huge (especially when paired with brass accents) but look for
black, dark gray and dark green to also become statement colors. We love the trend toward having upper
cabinets one colors and lower cabinets or an island be
a contrasting shade. This is a great way to incorporate
a dark color without committing to every cabinet being
that shade.
10
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Resource Box
Bella Casa Kitchens & Bath
bellcasakitchenandbath.com
610-433-9800
Schuler Kitchens & Bath
SchulerKB.com
484-901-5777
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Kitchen Gallery Plus
Kitchengalleryplus.com
610-433-2288
Eastern Surfaces
Easternsurfaces.com
610-266-3121

Sometimes a kitchen doesn’t need to be gutted to
get a face-lift. If you’re just looking for a cosmetic
updating to your kitchen, cabinet refacing might
be a cost-effective solution. Here’s a few things to
know to help you decide if it’s the right direction
for your remodel.
1. Refacing won’t give you new storage options,
so if you’re lacking for drawers or space to put
things, you might need to look into new cabinets. But if you’re happy with your storage and
kitchen layout, refacing is an environmentally-friendly way to reuse your existing cabinets
and not create the waste of throwing out an entire set of still useable cabinets.

CHOICES

5 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT
CABINET REFACING

2. It’s time efficient. Whereas a full kitchen remodel can last for weeks, a cabinet refacing prop can
usually finish the job in under a week.
3. Cabinet refacing involves covering the “face” of
the cabinet, the part you would see from the outside if you were standing in the kitchen. Doors
and drawer fronts and sides will get a new veneer applied to them, usually a covering of natural wood veneer or RTF (Rigid Thermofoil)
4. Time to update your hardware. Items like hinges, handles and drawer pulls can give your
kitchen new life and a modern look for only a
small investment. The hardware—the hinges,
handles, and drawer pulls—are usually also replaced during refacing.
5. You can customize. If you’ve been wanting to get
in on the glass cabinet trend for instance, here’s
your chance. Crown molding can be added to
give a finished look, while glass panels, lighting,
and upgrades to storage accessories can all be
added during the refacing process. These smaller details can add up to a very custom kitchen
look for far less than the price-tag of that full
kitchen remodel.
If your kitchen sounds like a candidate for cabinet refacing, there are many local professionals
that specialize in this type of remodel. Get several quotes, read reviews and see who best fits your
needs.

CHOOSE SCHULER!
PA6582

SchulerKB.com

CALL (484) 901-5777
TO SCHEDULE YOUR FREE INTIAL DESIGN
CONSULTATION IN OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AT 1314 W. TILGHMAN ST. ALLENTOWN

www.yhrmag.com
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The new year brings a lot of resolutions, and right up
there with dieting and going to the gym everyday is
promising to stay more organized this year. One spot
that seems to be a catch-all for random stuff is the garage, which can easily get out of control. It can easily
take an entire weekend to get the chaos under-control.

6

Steps
to Keeping Your
Garage Organized

12
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But who wants to spend their weekend like that?!
Rather than continually having to search for holiday
decorations or dig through piles to unearth the lawn
mower, how about this year, you set your garage space
up to STAY organized. A few proactive steps now can
cure that garage clutter for years to come.

STEP 1:
Sort & Purge: Few people have a garage with just the
essentials. Before you begin organizing, it really does
pay to take stock of everything and unload anything
that isn’t still in use or worth keeping. Get very picky,
if things are just being kept because you’ve always
kept them, you might be ready to let them go. After
you’re down to just the items worth keeping, sort
everything into categories, like: sports & recreation,
camping, gardening, car care, etc. This will help keep
all like items together and make things easier to find.
STEP 2:
Donate and trash. As you’re going through containers and tubs, grouping items into categories, this gives
you another chance to purge any broken, out-dated or
useless items. Clear out the trash and take those items
to a donation center to free up more space for the new
garage layout.

EASY AS 1-2-3!

Beautiful. Versatile. Affordable.

This changes everything!
1. Call in your closet dimensions or request a free in-home consultation.
2. Receive your 3D design and price quote.
3. Schedule your free installation that only takes a few hours.

CALL NOW
FOR FREE

In-home
consultation

WALK-IN
CLOSET
LIKE THIS JUST
$1,995!

REACH-IN
CLOSET
LIKE THIS JUST
$640!

3D Design
Installation
Accessory
Lifetime Warranty
Mention this ad when calling in
dimensions or present at time
of first in-home consultation.
Expires 2/7/20. Not valid with
other offers or prior services.

PLUS: pantries • mud rooms • linen closets • laundry rooms • & more!
Our unique patented design gives you the versatility to reconfigure your closet layout, whenever
and however you want. All components are self-locking, simply lift and move. It’s really that easy!

CALL TODAY
FOR YOUR FREE DESIGN AND QUOTE.

484-366-1836 • Victoryclosets.com • Info@victoryclosets.com

STEP 3:
Plan Out the Layout: Now that you have identified
the categories you need to store, it’s best to sketch out
the more logical places for everything. You’ll want to
include a place for some cabinets, some shelving for
large tubs, a place for trash/recycling and leave a wall
open for hanging items.
STEP 4:
Get creative. Now comes the fun part. Although it’s
easy to say get some shelves, some plastic totes and
a couple of hooks to stay organized, every home and
family is different. Maybe your hobby is fishing and
you need a place to store rods better or maybe your
kids play a lot of different sports so there’s a variety
of balls rolling around. Identify the items you’ll want
easy access to. There’s endless creative ways to store
them, like making vertical ball storage with some
elastic cord and wooden dowels. These types of solutions are the things that are going to make all the difference in keeping the room in order.

Clean Glass,
Clear Lines
..................................

STEP 5:
Store those tubs. Large plastic storage tubs are a great
way to keep similar things like holiday decorations together. The problem becomes when they heavy ones
get stacked on top of each other and it becomes a pain
to put something away. Ideally every tote should be
accessible independently of others, in other words,
no stacking. Instead consider shelving designed for
storage containers, or thing outside the box, and use
wood planks to hang them from the ceiling (this is
especially great for seasonal items you’ll only need
to access once a year). Write labels on the bottom of
each tote and you’ll never waste your Thanksgiving
searching for holiday decorations again.
Step 6:
Call in an expert. Garage organization ideas are so
much more than we covered here and if you’re feeling overwhelmed by the task, you don’t need to keep
procrastinating. There are organization professionals that specialize in garages and will assist with the
heavy lifting of sorting and organizing, while offering
customized storage solutions for your family AND
installing all those features for you. It makes the process so much easier, but also ensures that you’re maximizing your space to the fullest.

Resource Box
Victory Closets
victoryclosets.com
484-366-1836
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We Are the

“Dream Facilitators”

30% OFF
INSET CABINETS
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..

SCHEDULE A FREE IN-HOME
CONSULTATION

610-433-2288
kitchengalleryplus.com

KITCHEN, BATHS FOR THE DISCRIMINATING TASTE

The Importance
of Good Gutters
We hear a lot about gutters and in general procrastinate about
climbing up on a ladder to clean them, but what makes them so
important and why might it be worth investing in a more innovative system? Here’s a few quick reasons.

Foundation Health

Did you know that what happens on top of your roof can actually affect what happens below ground? It’s true, without
well-functioning gutters to carry rain away, water can erode
the soil causing your foundation to become susceptible to water
damage. Replacing gutters is a lot cheaper and easier than repairing foundation issues.

Roof Health

Gutters help to draw rainwater down off of the roof and if they
are clogged or not working properly, the gutters can actually do
more harm than good, allowing water to collect on areas like
eaves and fascia and causing wood rot.

Landscaping

Shrubs and plants growing near your home can sustain damage
if water is pooling around their roots and causing erosion. This
is especially dangerous in the colder months when ice can collect
due to clogged gutters and damage even the hardiest plants.

Protection of Doors and Garage

Wood plus water is never a good mix and properly functioning
gutters can protect expensive parts of your home, like garage
doors and entryways from unnecessary water damage, not to
mention shielding heads and hats from lots of rain drips.

Helps Maintain Siding

You might not notice it, but rainwater can carry all kinds of debris and dirt with it as it runs off of a roof. Without properly
functioning gutters to divert this mix, your homes siding can
take a real hit. Not only does this cause staining and dirt to accumulate, making for an unkempt appearance, but over time it
can also cause wood rot, which can lead to bigger problems like
rodents and structural damage.
16
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CLOGGED
OR
FROZEN
WINTER
GUTTER
SPECIAL
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED!

Present ad at time of estimate.
Cannot be combined with any
other oﬀer or prior purchase.
Offer expires 04/30/20

(610) 372-4383

|

www.KeystoneGutterHelmet.com | PA License # 5750

VISIT
YHRMAG.com

and check out our
Resource Directory
to ﬁnd a local home
improvement pro
near you!

THE DOWNSIDE OF
CLOGGED GUTTERS
Water damming can cause damage to your roof eaves
and fascia
Pooled water not properly draining can leak into the
house and damage walls and flooring
In the summer months, mosquitoes can breed in the
standing water
Dry leaves in gutters can be a fire hazard Standing water can erode the gutter itself
Deterioration of gutters occurs which causes leaks and
eventual failure
Wet leaves and debris can put too much weight on the
gutter, resulting in it pulling away from the house,
which can also damage the fascia and soffits, and
worst case scenario can cause the gutter to pull part of
the wall down with it.
In cold weather months, ice can collect in clogged
gutters preventing the flow of melting snow. With nowhere to drain, the melting snow can re-freeze on the
roof and eventually leak into your home.
As you can see, gutters cover a lot of preventative
maintenance ground. They might be easy to overlooked but ignoring having them in good working order can cause a host of problems. Today’s gutter professionals have many options available for upgrading
your home’s current system to one that is virtually
maintenance-free. Many options are weather-proof or
weather-resistant and come with guarantees. Not only
will a new gutter system give your home an attractive
facelift, but they can save you from much more costly
repairs for years to come.
Todd Wiest of Keystone Gutter Helmet has some advice for getting the best installation. “Two things to ask
about when shopping for gutters are: 1) What gauge
aluminum is being extruded. 032 gauge is best and 2)
what kind of hangers are being used. Hidden hangers
with a gusset are best installed every 24 inches.”
“Pick a company that can provide proof of insurance
and that is a local company,” adds Wiest. “That way if
there is a need for a call back, they will respond. Also,
ask for references or to see a customer list of people in
your area.”

Call 215-297-5013
for more information or email at
INFO@YHRMAG.com
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Resource Box
Keystone Gutter Helmet
keystonegutterhelmet.com
610-372-4383

Photo Credit: MGH Designs.

This verdant lush garden, created by Maria Hasenecz, owner of MGH Designs, utilized the minimal
bed space with planters and disguises the neighboring space beyond the backyard.

TIPS TO TRANSFORM YOUR BACKYARD
INTO YOUR OWN OUTDOOR OASIS
Want a gorgeous, lush outdoor living space this spring?
Now is the perfect time to start planning for it and getting in place a design that maximizes your outdoor living
space. With a few landscaping tricks from the pros, you can better decide on a plan of attack for those unruly
spots and beautify your lawn. Let’s get into those tips:

Measure Twice

Measurements aren’t the first thing we think of when it comes to landscaping. There’s no cabinets or tub to fit in
like with interior rooms. But measuring your outdoor space is equally as important. Toni Ann Flanigan, owner
of Philadelphia Gardens, Inc, which specializes in garden design and installation, has this advice: “Decide how
much furniture you want before you put the patio in. If you want a five foot table you need an additional five
feet for the chairs when they are pulled out.” With that in mind, don’t overestimate. “It’s better to keep the patio
as small as you can because then you can have more plants.” She recommends at least six feet for flower beds.

Make Your Shade

This tip makes perfect sense, yet it was a total “Aha” moment for us. Flanigan suggests planning your seating
around where the sun sets. “Go outside and figure out which way the western sun sets, since most people
spend time outside after work, we try to always place a tree between where the person will sit and the midday
setting sun.” She also urges homeowners to invest in an older, more fully grown tree. Although they can cost
significantly more, you’ll get to skip over many years of growth and get instant shade.

www.yhrmag.com
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SolarShield®
By Toff Industries, Inc.

ENJOY THE OUTDOORS
WITH SOLARSHIELD
MOTORIZED RETRACTABLE
AWNINGS
Protect your indoor furniture
Block the sun/keep your view
Reduced energy costs
Made in the USA

610-372-4383
PA License #5750

www.keystonegutterhelmet.com
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Photo Credit: Philadelphia Gardens, Inc

A simple urn can create a dramatic water effect
and divide up larger spaces.

Let the Inside Out

“When the indoor and outdoor meld aesthetically
it connects them by extending the visual flow making each space seem much larger,” explains Maria
Hasenecz, owner of MGH Designs, which provides
design and installation of landscapes and garden retreats. She focuses on the interior design of each client’s house to set the tone for the outdoor landscaping. “This often entails repeating colors, textures or
materials from the inside.
For example, we recently had a client with an open
concept first floor with sliding doors to an overgrown
brick courtyard. The interior had a clean modern
look with white walls, geometric kitchen tile, modern
furniture and pine floors. When the courtyard was

viewed from inside there was a huge visual disruption as your eye transitioned from modern white interior to a
colonial brick courtyard. The final project included white stucco walls, a modern flagstone patio, a custom cedar
bench and gate to pull the pine color outside and modern geometric planters to play off the interior kitchen geometric tilework. Now there is a synergy between the spaces and a huge wow factor when viewing the garden
from the interior.”

Set Aside An Entertainment Spot

Flanigan suggests figuring out where you want people to be and what you want them to do before you
plan out your landscaping. Do you want an outdoor
breakfast nook for the family or a large dining space?
Maybe you want a place to sit and relax around a fire.
The reasons will dictate how your landscape works
around the hardscaping of a patio. One good tip to
remember, Flanigan suggests for smaller patios saving about a 5 ft. x 2 ft. bump out for a grill area. With
this bump-out you can then camouflage the unsightly
parts of the grill with planters or vases.

Keep Your Hardscape Low-Key

Photo Credit: Philadelphia Gardens, Inc

Toni Ann Flanigan, owner of Philadelphia Gardens, Inc was able to
snag this vintage trough for a client on clearance and it became a
centerpiece of the landscape design.

This tip surprised us at first, because of all the amazing brick and colorful tiling options out there, but
now we’re fully sold on the idea. Flanigan advises clients to select subtle tones when choosing a hardscaping
material. “It’s very important to not look around for paving material that’s different, that will stand out, it’s supposed to hold your table and chairs not be the star of the show, leave the colors for the plants and flowers and let
the patio set into the backdrop.” Materias like flagstone/bluestone or Antika (shown in photo) can create a much
richer look to a landscape than a louder more vibrant choice.

No one builds a better ﬁre

Bring your room OUTDOORS with the

COURTYARD
STOP IN AND TALK TO A HEARTH EXPERT for all your ﬁreplace, stove, insert or outdoor needs!

HIC# PA 065759

www.yhrmag.com
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A traditional garden was created with newly exposed
brick, custom trellis work, traditional plantings and a
new brick patio.

Pick the Right Lights

“I love to incorporate landscape lighting to
extend the visual interior space outdoors at
night, provide ambiance to the outdoor space
at night and to highlight the garden’s features,” explains Hasenecz. She says it’s important to keep the lighting effect subtle by using soft low wattage fixtures such as: uplights
on trees, downlights under custom benches,
water features or garden accents, path lighting
in beds and wall lights that complement the
design aesthetic.”

Photo Credit: MGH Designs.

Add in a Water Feature Centerpiece

Water features don’t necessarily mean excavating land and digging a giant pit in the ground, above ground water
features like an urn and trough can add a gorgeous focal point to any backyard. You might even snag a bargain,
like Flanigan did when she spotted this trough for her client at a stone quarry auction. “It was priced out at $2400,
so we waited,” she explains, “a year later they had this benefit auction for stuff that’s been in the yard for a while
and we were able to buy it for about $500.” She suggests looking for pieces with simple lines and functionality.
She adds water lillies on top for a delicate touch and mosquito dunks to easily keep the pests away.

Deck Out Your Deck

Your deck should get the same landscaping attention as your ground areas. Hasenecz suggests basing your
plant choices based on site conditions, amount of planting space, functionality and overall aesthetic you’re
looking to achieve. “The best effect is
achieved with larger planters, a series
of staggered sized planters or long linear planters. Small trees, evergreen
and deciduous upright shrubs and perennials are a great low maintenance
option for most decks.”

Landscape designer Toni Ann Flanigan suggests only hardscaping the least amount
of ground as possible, to give flower beds the space to grow big and beautiful.

Resource Box
Solar Shield Awnings
610-372-4383
Kring’s Hearth & Home
kringsonline.com
610-224-5050
Sequoia Out Back
decksupplies.com
215-368-7245
(Outdoor Living Showroom)
215-918-3325
(Deck & Railing Showroom)
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Photo Credit: Philadelphia Gardens, Inc

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE: VICTORY CLOSETS
Victory Closets was born from the idea that something is missing in today’s custom closet systems, and that
missing piece is versatility. With other closet organizers, the design you select is fixed, adding a lot of pressure
to really get the design right. But what if you could reconfigure your closet layout, whenever and however you
wanted? Victory Closets’ patented closet organizer solution gives you beautiful, durable, sensibly-priced closet
storage with the flexibility to change as your needs change. No tools, no fasteners, and no commitment to a single
custom closet design.
Sounds like a pretty good system, right? We caught
up with Greg Ahart, owner and founder of Victory
Closets to find out more about how their closet
design method works. Ahart knows a thing or two
about closets. With over 30 years of experience as a
builder and cabinet maker, Ahart focuses on making
a high quality product with a design process that’s
easy for homeowners; no high-pressure sales tactics,
straightforward pricing, free designs and estimates,
and a unique system that doesn’t lock you into a
single design. It’s that flexibility that sets Victory
Closets apart from other systems.
Designed and built in Pennsylvania, Victory Closets
is a local company. Ahart, a Berks County resident,
engineered and improved his idea for a new custom

closet system over the span of several years and
ultimately received a patent in 2015. His goal was
to create a modular design that had the look, feel
and quality of a custom-built closet, while keeping
it simple, easy to reconfigure and affordable for the
average consumer. He also wanted the flexibility to
use the system for a variety of storage needs: walkin closets and reach-in closets, pantries, mudrooms,
linen closets and laundry rooms.
The response was overwhelming, and the company
has now installed hundreds of closets and expanded to
three locations in Pennsylvania, serving homeowners,
builders/remodelers, professional organizers, and
interior designers.
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“Our patented custom closet design gives you the versatility to easily reconfigure your closet layout, whenever
and however you want, without tools or fasteners,” explains Ahart. “Installation takes only a few hours and
once it’s installed, you can easily move parts around within the system at any time. You can also add on later by
purchasing additional parts, like extra drawers, rods, or shelves and they simply plug into your closet system
without needing any skill or tools.”
Another feature that sets Victory Closets apart from other systems is that it is wall mounted rather than floor
mounted. “It takes less materials to create the same storage,” says Ahart, “so you save on materials. Moldings are
not removed, and flooring can easily be replaced later without the hassle of removing your closet system.”
Customizing your closet is part of the fun and with Victory Closets’ guidance, you can make it as personally
functional as you’d like. Some of the accessory options
you can choose from include: drawer sets constructed
of solid hardwood with dovetail joinery and smoothly
functioning soft-close glides, two-tiered jewelry drawers with felt-lined dividers, belt/scarf racks, glide-out
mirrors, tie racks, valet rods, pull-out wire baskets,
hampers and glide out shelving, which is especially
helpful for heavy and hard-to-store items. You can
also create a vanity/desktop area and add shoe storage
dividers to maximize your space and showcase your
collection of shoes or purses.
“The design process consists of three simple steps,”
explains Ahart. “First, customers send us the dimensions of the closet or room they want to customize
along with their overall needs for the space and their
choices for color and hardware finishes. We’re also
here for a free in-home design consultation if you
need a little added help,” says Ahart. “Next we design
your closet layout, and we supply you with a 3D rendering and price quote.” Ahart says that this is when
clients can make changes or adjustments and receive
updated renderings. “Finally, once we’ve completed
the design, all that’s left to do is to schedule your free
installation!” With an easy design, installation and reconfiguring process, Victory Closets has everything
you need to make your closet organization project
successful.
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Victory Closets LLC
victoryclosets.com
(866) 825-6738
866-VCLOSET
info@victoryclosets.com
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Large rooms with large windows call for a dramatic touch in window treatments.
These Kirsch wide wood blinds are a simple way to create a striking design.

GUIDELINES FOR GORGEOUS

WINDOW TREATMENTS
EASY WAYS TO MAKE YOUR WINDOWS WORK WONDERS
Window treatments might seem like a decorative accessory, but
they work very hard playing many important roles in your home’s
functionality and design. Not only do they add the decorative
complement to a home’s architecture, softening hard structural
lines, but they also provide much needed shade and privacy as
well as draft reduction and energy efficiency.

SMART SHADES, OF COURSE

Interior shutters can be a great privacy
solution and a sleek, clean alternative to
blinds or shades.

Like everything else in your home, window treatments are going high tech and automated. Kirsch brand recently announced a
comprehensive new collection of window shades, draperies and
drapery hardware now available to consumers through a free
and convenient shop-at-home design service available exclusively
through The Home Depot. The brand’s shade automation options
let consumers experience true wireless, smart home living as the
shades move automatically throughout the day to positions of the
consumer’s choice.

www.yhrmag.com
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THE BEST BLINDS IN THE

LEHIGH VALLEY

Please Visit Our Full Service
Design Showroom
Mon - Fri | 9am - 4pm
Saturday by Appointment Only
1301 Union Blvd, Allentown

610-770-1700
www.PennBlinds.com
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Blinds can add a sleek, modern look to any room. These Kirsch designs complement the drapery
and offer sun protection without getting in the way of the look of the room.

SHUTTERS ARE BACK

Interior shutters can create a dramatic look to any room while adding lots of privacy. With their farmhouse coziness and architectural angles, they work for both casual and more formal rooms. With outstanding energy-efficiency it’s no wonder they’ve come back in popularity. Other benefits include ease of cleaning, child safety
compared to some vertical blinds and durability.

PROPER POSITIONING

The height of your window treatments is extremely important. A window treatment professional can ensure
your curtain rods and drapery is installed at the most eye-pleasing position. Crown molding, window size and
ceiling height can all be factors in what the best positioning and sizing will be. A window treatment professional
can also offer creative suggestions, like using a barely visible that extends over multiple windows, to create a
grand luxurious feel.

FULLNESS MATTERS

Sometimes drapery looks flimsy because it lacks a good liner material to give it structure and depth. You don’t
need to ditch a look you love if the fabric is too thin. Instead, by adding a liner and thicker interliner, you can
give substance to flimsy fabrics.

KNOW YOUR BLIND OPTIONS

Today there are an array of functional blind options to choose from. Picking
the best one for your family will involve many factors. Do you want to add
in more light or need more shade? Is this a public or semi-private window?
Are there large or mostly small windows that need covering? The Kirsch
Collection for instance, covers 12 different shade types, including cellular,
roller, roman, woven woods, vertical blinds, shutters, horizontal blinds and
sheer shades. A window treatment professional can walk you through the
options that work best for you, while handling all the meticulous details
involving exact measurements and fabric weights.

Resource box
Penn Blinds
Pennblinds.com
610-770-1700
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With the recent lower interest rates, many homeowners are wondering if they should
reﬁnance. To decide if reﬁnancing is the best op�on for your family, start by asking yourself
these ques�ons:

Why do you want to reﬁnance?
There are many reasons to reﬁnance, but here are three of the most common ones:
1. Lower your interest rate and payment – This is the most popular reason. If you have a
4.75% interest rate or higher, it might be worth seeing if you can take advantage of the
current lower interest rates.
2. Shorten the term of your loan – If you have a 30-year loan, it may be advantageous to
change it to a 15 or 20-year.
3. Cash-out reﬁnance – With home prices increasing, you might have enough equity to cash
out and reduce other debt or invest in something else, like your children’s educa�on, a
vaca�on home, or a new business.

Bo�om Line

To ﬁnd out what’s right for your family, please contact me so I can help you understand your
op�ons and guide you toward the best decision.
Frank Mancuso, Managing Partner

NMLS# 122891
(215) 801-8799 (direct)
Frank@NortheastEquitable.com
www.FrankMancusoNEM.com

Northeast Equitable Mortgage, LLC is licensed by the Pa Department of Banking and Securities, the NJ
Department of Banking and Insurance and the FL Office of Financial Regulation, NMLS# 894392.

& AFTER
BEFORE
3043 Ridge Road, Perkasie PA 18944
Photos by Advanced Imaging Methods, Dave Apple

Rebecca Rynkiewicz, investor, Realtor and Team Leader with HomeSmart Realty Advisors transformed
this Perkasie home from outdated to modern luxury this year. Currently listed for $630,000, the 3.1 acre
property with 3,440 sf finished living space features 4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, finished basement, deck and 2-car
attached garage.
What was the state of the home/room before the remodel? This was a foreclosure that had not been lived in in
over 2 years. The house was built in 1999 and nothing had been updated since it was originally built.
What were the worst parts before? The basement! It was dark and dirty and all the mechanicals had failed.
Also the landscaping and the yard. The entire 3.1 acres were never properly graded so there was standing
water everywhere, everything was extremely overgrown, and the yard was very uneven.
What were some of the design challenges for this space? Even though the kitchen seems big, with what I
wanted to accomplish the space was tight. I wanted a Chef’s kitchen with a large island for prep space and
entertaining, all while keeping the eat in area.
Who was on the design/planning team? Myself and my boyfriend, Tony Chowdhury, who managed the construction and assisted on picking out the finishes.
What look/style were you going for? Rustic Luxe Farmhouse
What was done construction/building wise (if applicable)? This was an extensive rehab. While we did not rip
everything down to the studs, we demolished the kitchen, knocked down the dividing wall between the family room and kitchen to provide a more open concept, ripped up all the floors, demolished all bathrooms, waterproofed, framed out and finished the basement, added high hats & basement stair lighting, converted from
oil to propane, all new appliances, new hot water heater, new well pump, sand mound serviced and pumped
out, new 4-ton York HVAC, new sump pump with battery backup, fresh paint, new light fixtures, new garage
doors & openers, built deck, new exterior doors, pressure washed exterior, crown molding installed, new
landscaping, removed over 75 trees, new stone driveway, and properly graded the lawn bringing in 15 triable
loads of topsoil with fresh seed and straw.
www.yhrmag.com
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What new elements were added? 5” wide
plank bamboo floors throughout entire 1st
& 2nd floors, luxury vinyl tile in basement.
Quartz countertops, solid wood soft close
doors and drawers, cold water pot filler over
range, GE appliance package featuring double ovens, 5 burner gas range, wine fridge,
French door refrigerator, dishwasher, range
hood, microwave built in the island, and garbage disposal. Stainless steel double basin
farmhouse sink with Moen faucet. 8 ft island.
black hardware throughout entire home, GE
washer & dryer in mud room, 1/2 bath feature, shiplap accent walls, Master bathroom
features a soaking tub with tub filler, stand
up shower with overhead rain showerhead &
self closing custom shower door and Italian
marble surround.
Who did you work with for the construction
process? My brother is a general contractor
and we subbed out all different components
of the construction to local family owned
companies.
Were you able to stick to your budget and
deadline? Did any unforeseen obstacles
arise? Unfortunately, we went over budget
by about $30,000. The biggest factor was the
overage on everything on the exterior. The
original budget for that was $5,000 and we
ended up spending almost $30,000 on the exterior alone. Tree removal, stump grinding,
and working with excavators is not cheap!
Originally I did not think we would be needing that many loads of topsoil- I did not estimate properly.
Describe the finished outcome? What are the
best parts and the most stand out features?
I want to live here! My favorite parts of the
house are the kitchen and master bathroom.
It turned out better than I could ever have
imagined. I am very proud of this rehab!
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Create solutions
perfect for real life.
You deserve tailor-made solutions, unique to every
room in your home. With Pella® Lifestyle Series, pick and
choose the right features, options and innovations to
make solutions that fit your life, room by room. Available
performance solutions offer an unbeatable combination
of energy efficiency, sound control and value.*

* Performance solutions require upgrades to triple-pane, AdvancedComfort Low-E and mixed
glass thickness. Based on comparing product quotes and published STC/OITC and U-Factor
ratings of leading national wood window and patio door brands.

www.pellaphilly.com

Paul Alviggi | 2221 MacArthur Road
484.484.8702

vanity

never looked so good

The area’s leading fabricator of natural stone, quartz & solid
surface COUNTERTOPS for residential & commercial use.

601 South 10th St., Allentown

610.266.3121 easternsurfaces.com
SHOWROOM HOURS: M–F 8–4:30, SAT 9–1

